
f ime

l. (u)

2

(b)

(c)

3 (a)

(b)

4. (c)

(d)

/'-lXn k+l)(d) A simple graph with n venices and k components can have at mosl ]

edges. Prove this. 8

UNIT-II

Prove that with respect to a given spanning tree I a chord Ci that determincs a

fundamental circuit I occurs itr every fundamental cutset associated with the branches

in f and in no other. 8

How many differerlt dirccted trees are there with three nodes ? How many different

ordered trees are there with thrce nodos ? 8

If A(G) is an incidcnce matix of a connected graph G '*'ith n vertices then prove that

rank ofA(G) is n-1. 8

Prove that a connected graph G is an Euler graph ifdegree of eYery veltex ofG is even.

8
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Three Hours] lM&dmum Marks: 80

Note :- Attempt j/7re questions selecting aae ftom each unit.

UNIT_I

Define Euler graph. Prove that a connected graph G is an Euler graph iff it can be

decomposed into circuits. 8

Prove that a tree with n-vertices has (n-l) edges. 8

Dra&' Kuato$ski's two graphs and prove that Kuatowski's second graph is nonplannar.

8
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5. (a)

(b)

6. (c)

(d)

7. (a)

(b)

8. (c)

(d)

9. (a)

(b)

10. (c)

(d)

U\IT-III
Let s be any fi[ite state machine. x and y be any words then show that :

5(s : xy) = 5(6 (s, x), y)

and L(s r ry) = ),(3 (s, x). y). 8

Prove that if for some intcger k. Px.r = PK then PK : P and conversell'. 8

Design a deterministic finite-state acceptor for sentences in {a, b} such that every a has

a b immediatel]'to its right. 8

Lel t be a set accepted by a NF^{ then prove that there exists FA that accepts l.
8

t'liIT-rv
Construct a grammar for the language :

(l) L : {aaaa, aabb, bbaa, bbbb} 4

(2) L={a'br/i:1}. I
Prore rhat rf L is regulzLr set anJ L c : ften :

(i) t-Lisaregularset

(ii) L, ., L.: fltr
where L, and Lr are regula-r set. 8

Define s.ntenlial form- Give two examples of gnmmar. 8

Prove that the CFL are not closcd uoder intersection. 8

UNIT_V

Explain turing machine rvith its recognition by an illusrration. I
Prove that the rank of any well tbrmed polish formula is I and the rank of any proper

head ofa polish formula is greater than or equal 1o ). Conversely ifthe ranks are as

described earlier then the formula is well formed. 8

Show that rhe function f <x, y:' = x y is partial recursive. 8

Desc be the notioN of synta\ analysis with an example. 8
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